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CJ 2014  offers a concise, affordable overview of the criminal justice system and encourages active

participation with conversation-starting pedagogy that involves students with the latest research

findings and current events shaping the field. The textâ€™s teaching and learning package includes

a test bank and PowerPoint lecture slides.  Â         Teaching and Learning Experience:    Introduces

students to the scope and depth of the major fields in criminal justice and includes the latest

research findings and current events shaping the field   Encourages active participation through

critical thinking features and learning tools   Â 
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This author is an absolute moron. For starters, there are numerous spelling errors throughout the

text. Likewise, I doubt this text ever passed through an editor's hands because there are tons of

typos and repeated words. He also repeats himself at least twenty times throughout the chapter. I

have counted multiple instances in which the author also states information that numerous

criminology professors of mine have refuted. He even goes so far as to make a statement about the

beginning of psychology that is completely inaccurate. Also, he wastes your time talking about

conspiracy theories! He is a COMPLETE joke. Avoid this textbook at all costs. NOT worth your time

or money. Do not force your students to read this crap.

The author obviously has no clue about the REALITIES of day to day life in prison. He may be an



expert on the theory of "corrections," but the entire chapter on this issue has no basis in how things

actually work in the correctional setting. I spent 2 consecutive decades of incarceration within the

maximum security prisons of Texas. I was released several years ago and today aid convicts in 14

different states with legal research, and as an advocate on their behalf, as well as aid attorneys in

preparing clients for life behind the razor wire. ......... I am amazed this text is accepted by many

institutions of higher education as an authoritative source of insight into the overall CJ system in

America.

Hello studentsI'm giving this book one star, but I don't know y I'm giving this book even one star.

This book or provider even doesn't deserve one star, now you want to know y it's like that bcz this

book has lot of issues with it. I tried to open this book with lot of devices but book isn't compatible

with mostly of devices except iPad. This isn't compatible with windows 8 and Win 8.1, windows

phone, mostly old Android phones neither with cloud reading web doesn't download this book for

reading. This book was a terrible experience of reading, I wasn't comfortable reading this book

sometimes on my iPad so tried to get it on my Android phone but didn't work on android then bought

new windows phone 8.1 neither work with that, after that I tried on my laptop, also tried to read on

cloud reader but this book had issues to download. After all that hassle contact kindle support and

they were unable to fix it and told me to wait while their tech guys fix this. Fortunately they never

been able to fix it, I owned this book about couple months but that issue never being resolved. So

be careful before purchasing book, what are u getting into.Thanks.

A great book. It can even help people understand what police officers need to know

Received the book in good time and at a reasonable price.

book needed for college class-very interesting reading.

Exactly what I needed! Thanks!

Book came in OK condition...
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